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“…like incredibly bad toothache all the way down your leg…and then you get the burning which is like hot knives going in your leg…like a torn ligament…at the back of my knee” 

“..like somebody has wacked me on my foot 

with a hammer and smashed the bone” 

“I’ve had electric shocks … I used 
to work on tools… it’s like having 

an serious electric shock”

“It’s draining. 
Physically and 

mentally draining”

“I don’t think it’s taken seriously enough. …there have been some 
nights where I’ve just thought, 

“I don’t even care if I wake up in the morning” 

“I’ve been to A&E a few times …I’d say that people should be [teary] more 
understanding of how painful it is. The severity. [Crying] 
Because someone who might look normal might be in excruciating pain”



…it just masks pain. I don’t feel it resolves anything [4] [It] was never 
gonna work on a bit of my disc protruding into that area…
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“...this is bulging out, it’s trapping a nerve”

“...something grinding together”

“...it’s getting fouled, 
rubbed...”

…why is one person having that pain but the next person is quite happily skipping around with-with no symptoms at all? It doesn’t make sense [2]

..when it bulges out and they 
measure the size of the bulge as 
well, so they can monitor that 
[10]

I was in A&E the other night…. they sent me home with morphine. For two days, that helped. But that stopped working. [9]

Don’t put a plaster on it, just get 
in there and sort this [10]

It feels like I’m putting more pressure on my 

back ….the more compression, the bigger 

the bulge
..to not be in this pain 

forever, the discs need to 

go back to how they used 

to be [9]

It’s a cortisone injection, route nerve block… I’ve 
got a nerve and there’s a route going down there 
and it gets blocked. I think it’s basically gonna try 
and take the spasm or swelling around my disc, 
…that should make the whole route clearer [5]

.. if I haven’t really found what the cause is, because of 

that, I can’t really get my head around, actually, that 

won’t fix it [4]

I think the operation is the only solution.. ..the risks are too high for me, at the moment, whilst I’ve got young children [10]

“..if there’s inflammation around there...the tissue expands, 
..so if you have a bump it enlarges rather than shrinks.

I don’t really know if it does anything to the 

slipped disc. Does it shrivel it up or 

something? I don’t really know [8]

Got to stretch something, I suppose,…in my mind, I look 
at it like a piece of rope and if you pull that tight, 
hopefully it’ll make it clear. That’s the way I look at it.

…if you’ve got weak, inactive muscles, …things are gonna

be.. more prone to go wrong. if you’re strengthening up 

muscles, its protecting that area…



What next?
Are illness and treatment beliefs modifiable?

If so, does this result in:

• Better shared decision making?
• More appropriate healthcare use?
• Accurate treatment expectations?
• Improved outcomes? 

What does a good intervention 
look like? 


